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Eclipse Business
Preparation

Over the past year, the Knox County Chamber of Commerce team has
forged partnerships with our city, county, Visitor's Bureau, and
various organizations to ready our community for the Total Solar
Eclipse. Recognizing the anticipated influx of 50,000 visitors and the
staging of a three-day festival, "The Dark Side Bash," in our
downtown area, the Chamber pivoted its focus. We identified the
pressing necessity to transform into a vital resource for our local
businesses and organizations, equipping them for this unparalleled
event of a lifetime.

To fulfill this role, we initiated a series of meetings tailored for our
local businesses and organizations. We launched targeted social
media and email campaigns to disseminate vital information and
resources. Additionally, we prioritized one-on-one sessions with our
members, addressing their queries and apprehensions while
providing steadfast assistance throughout every stage of the
preparation process.

About The
Strategy



Eclipse Informational
Meetings for Local Businesses
and Organziations
As Eclipse weekend drew near, our priority was to ensure our
members were well-prepared for the event. We organized
meetings to facilitate discussions and visited other
organzations regarding preparation strategies and to offer our
support.  

The turnout for these gatherings exceeded our expectations.
With over 120 businesses in attendance, this allowed us to
engage in meaningful conversations, address concerns, and
demonstrate our commitment to assisting the entire business
community during this pivotal time.

Informational 
Meetings



Presentation for the 
Meetings for Local Businesses and Organizations

Informational 
Meetings



Presentation for the 
Meetings for Local Businesses
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Preparation 
& Planning
From encouraging our members to run
promotions/offers, to handling scheduling, offering
training to their staff, and implementing unique
safety protocols, the focus of this email was to
emphasize the importance of planning and
preparation.

View the Email Here.

Eclipse Tips Email
Campaigns

Open Rate

41.3%

https://conta.cc/43gPJVf


& Promotion
In this email, we emphasized the importance of online
presence, collaborating with other businesses, hosting
events, creating specials, sponsoring/supporting local
eclipse initiatives, and extending their business hours. We
wanted to provide effective marketing and promotion
techniques as a resource.

View the Email Here.

Eclipse Tips Email
Campaigns

Open Rate

43.2%

Marketing

https://conta.cc/43kK1lh


Share Your 
Eclipse Specials
Commitment and participation in the eclipse
was essential for our members to reap the
benefits. We encouraged them to get involved
in community events, strengthen ties with their
peers, and to support our local eclipse initatives. 

View the Email Here.

Eclipse Tips Email
Campaigns

Open Rate

40.6%

https://conta.cc/43KdOEm


Preparation
& Planning
This carousel created a visually appealing
yet informative post, with a brief overview
of tips on how to prepare and plan.
Included in the caption was the link to the
original email.

Instagram
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Marketing
& Promotion
We created another carousel, full of
exclusive tips and tricks for marketing and
promotion. Included in the caption was
the link to the original email.

Facebook Instagram
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Share Your
Eclipse Specials
This post was to encourage our members to share what
they had created for the eclipse weekend. If they
tagged our social media accounts or commented on
this post, we then shared their eclipse specials on our
social media channels. 

Facebook Instagram

Social Media
Campaigns

Analytics



Posts That Were
Shared With Us

Social Media
Campaigns

In response to our call for eclipse specials, our members shared an impressive array
of offerings, showcasing the diverse talents and entrepreneurial spirit within our
community. From eclipse merchandise to specialized items, our local businesses
spared no effort in delighting the incoming crowd. 

Additionally, some businesses adapted by adjusting their operating hours, ensuring
that residents and visitors alike could fully experience the celestial event without
missing out on any shopping opportunities. We were thrilled to spread the word and
market these offerings, amplifying the voices of our local businesses and
organizations as they embraced the eclipse frenzy with creativity and enthusiasm. 
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Eclipse Recap
Conclusion

The eclipse was a triumph for the Knox County Chamber and our vibrant business
community. Not only did we witness a once in a lifetime event but we also reaped

substantial gains. Welcoming approximately 50,000 visitors, our community
showcased its warmth and hospitality, leaving an indelible impression. 

Moreover, the eclipse served as a catalyst for bolstering relationships - forging new
connections with government officials, local organizations, and businesses alike. The
Chamber welcomed several new members into its fold, marking a testament to our

collective strength and unity in fostering economic growth and prosperity. 



THANK YOU
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION
Please contact me if you have any questions:

JAMIE NEAL 
PRESIDENT 
KNOX COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
(812) 882 - 6440 
JAMIE@KNOXCOUNTYCHAMBER.COM


